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Power spectra are commonly used in microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy. We point out
distortions, which may lead to erroneous frequency measurements.

Introduction
The spectra of microwave Fourier transform
(MWFT) spectroscopy [1-3] are usually calculated in
the form of power spectra [4], For the line frequencies
the peak values were taken. It was noticed that the
maxima v, of a multiplet pattern do not agree with the
true frequencies v,-, of the multiplet components i, as
there is a complicated distortion of the shape of the
multiplet. It became evident by comparison with theo
ry [5] and comparison with other spectroscopic tech
niques [6] that this procedure should be changed.
Therefore we consider the influence of the ampli
tude A('\ the phase (pU) and the relaxation time T2(I) of
the component i on its displayed frequency v;.

with T the total measuring time of the time domain
signal. Thereby the leakage effect [10] is eliminated
without losing generality.
As the signal is measured by a digital technique, the
time t is restricted to the values n T/2N at 2 N mea
suring or sampling points with 0 < n < 2 N —1.
The discrete Fourier transformation of a single
component i is
2N- 1
A(i)(k) = (1/2 N) I X{i)(nT /2N )
(2)
n=o
•exp ( —i2nn k/2 N), 0 < / c < 2 N - l .
A discrete Fourier series synthesizes the time do
main signal at 2 N measuring points
2N—1
X(i)(nT /2N )= £ A(i) (k) exp (i2nn k/2 N),
k=0

Mathematical Background

0 < n < 2N -1 .

For the mathematical formulation we used the dis
crete Fourier transform formalism [7, 8] as this is best
adapted to the digital measuring technique.
According to theoretical considerations [9] and ex
perimental observations the signal of a single line or
component of a multiplet in the time domain is a
damped sine function:
X(i)(0 = A(i) [sin(2 ;rra(l) v01+ <p(i))] exp ( - f/T f).

(4)

The complex Fourier coefficients Au) (k) and the time
domain signal Xu)(n T/2 N) are functions with the pe
riod 2N. The A(l){k) may be split into coefficients
and b(fc° of the real Fourier transformation:
A«\k) = (l/2)(a<{) -ib V ),
0 < k < 2N -1 ,

(5)

with
2N- 1
a^ = (l/N) X X(i)(nT/2N) cos (2nnk/2 N),
n=0
0<k<N ,
(6a)

(1)
We omit Doppler broadening in these considerations.
For simplicity we have assumed in (1), that the fre
quency is exactly
(2)

2N- 1
b? = (1/N) I X(i)(nT/2N) sm (2nnk/2N ),
n=0
\ < k < N - \ , b f = b^ = 0.
(6b)
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Observe that (6) can be obtained directly by a real
discrete Fourier transformation. Further it can be

v(0 = m(i) v0 = m(i) • 1/T
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seen, that the following relations are valid:
uk —u-k —uk+j2N —u -k +j2N
W = - b P k = bP+J2H= - b P -)k+j2N!

(7 a)
(7 b)

with j a positive or negative integer. The k range is
extended for these relations. With (7) it is obvious, that
there is a redundancy in the A{i)(k):
A(i) (k) = A(i) {2 N - k)*

= (A(i)/2) {[a(;>(k - m(i)) + a f (k - 2 N + m(i))]
•sin cp(i) —[b(g](k —m(i))
(10a)
- tf? (k - 2 N + m(i))] cos <p(i)},
bp = (A(i)/2) {[bf {k - m(i)) + b f ( k - 2 N + m(i))]

(8 a)

Further, from (7) and (8 a):

•sin (p(i) +
(k —m(i))
- a f (k - 2 N + m(i))] cos cp(i)}

(10 b)

with

Ali)(k) = A(i)(k + j2 N ) = (A(i){ - k))*
= (A{i)( -k + j2 N ) )* ,

transform of the sine- and exponential function of (1)
[11].
The result is

(8 b)

A part of the relations (8) expresses the periodicity
of (3). By (8) N + 1 values of the A(i){k) remain,
which contain 2 N pieces of information, as ,4(1)(0)
= A(l) (2 N) and A{l)(N) are real. This confirms the fact
that from 2 N measurements 2 N pieces of information
can be obtained and displayed in the form of a power
spectrum [4],
(9)

pk = (4'V + ( W

Because of the redundancy in most calculations only
the spectral points with 0 < k < N are displayed.
For (1) the discrete Fourier transformation may be
calculated by a discrete convolution of the Fourier

a<i>(0 = (l/D) [l - e x p ( - T / T 2(I))]
(11a)
•[1 - exp ( - T/2 N T2) cos (2 n 1/2 N)],
b?(l) = (1ID) ■[1 - exp ( - T /T f ) ]
(11 b)
•[exp ( - T /2 N T2) sin (2 n 1/2 N)],
D = N [1 - 2 exp ( - T/2 N T f ) cos (2 n 1/2 N)
+ exp ( - T /N T f ) ] ,

(12)

if the sine function has the frequency m(l) v0. The coef
ficients (10) with (11) fulfil the conditions (7) and (8).
Distortion of a Single Line
In Fig. 1 is illustrated, that a line with a frequency
m(l) v0 near the edge k = 0 or k = N of the spectral
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Fig. 1. Distortion of the lineshape of the power spectrum of a line in three different positions in the spectral range. The
displayed window is indicated. The number of datapoints was reduced for reasons of the graphic display. (64 data
points = 10 MHz). 2N = 128, cp = 0, A\m = 250kHz « 2 data points; a) v = 4v0; b) v = 32v0; c) v = 60vo.
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range 0 < k < N is distorted. N v0 is the Nyquist fre
quency.
We consider now in more detail by numerical calcu
lations the influence of the frequency v —mv0, the
amplitude A, the phase (p and the linewidth
zJv1/2 = \/2 n T 2 (HWHH) on the value of the peak
frequency v of a single line determined from the power
spectrum by a fit of the three highest data points of the
line contour to a Lorentzian line shape. The super
script i has been omitted. Therefore we consider the
spectrum resulting from (1). We take 2iV = 1024
recorded data points when we calculate the discrete
Fourier transform by the same program as used in our
spectrometers [13]. Zero filling [14] to 4096 data
points is not included.
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Fig. 2. Deviation <5v[kHz] of a line near zero frequency as a
function of v —mv0 expressed in multiples m of v0 = 1/T.
q>= 0; ------ : ^ vi/2 = 40 kHz; ------ : Jv1/2 = 20 kHz;
......:Av1/2 —10 kHz. An equal situation is near the Nyquist
frequency, t Line position for Figure 3.

Influence of the Line Frequency
When the line frequency m v0 is moved towards zero
or the Nyquist frequency N v0 a rapid increase of the
deviation <5v = v —v of the frequency v is observed.
If v is taken as the line frequency a systematic error <5v
is present. This is easily understood from (8) and the
fact, that the Fourier transform of (1) contains not only
the frequency of the sine function but also compo
nents in its neighbourhood (Figure 1). The magnitude
of these components depends on the width of the con
sidered line. A line centered near the Nyquist frequen
cy (or the zero frequency) has frequency components
(N + k) v0 which lie beyond the limits of the spectral
range. They are folded back inside the spectral range
and appear at the positions (N —k) v0, which causes
an increase of the magnitude of the component at this
spectral point and produces a distortion of the lineshape. This results in a deviation <5v = v —v of the
maximum v of the line with respect to v. Figure 2 gives
examples for three different zlv1/2 near the zero fre
quency.

Fig. 3. Deviation <5v[kHz] of a line near the Nyquist frequen
cy N v0 as a function of the phase cp.------: Av1/2 = 20 kHz;
--- : Av1/2 = 10 kHz, v = (N -5)v0; ...... : Axm = 20 kHz,
v = (N —20) v0.

given for a line 398.624 kHz (20 data points) below
N v0 in Figure 3.
It can be seen, that the deviation öv increases with
the line width and by approaching JVv0. The same
situation is near zero frequency.
Influence of the Line Width

Influence of the Phase
Figure 3 shows the influence of the phase q> on the
error of the frequency determination. We choose a
fixed frequency of 99.656 kHz (5 datapoints) below the
Nyquist frequency Nv0 and a line width Avl/2 =
20 kHz. The deviation varies sinusoidally with the
phase (p. It should be noted that under experimental
conditions cp varies for a line at 10 MHz, the Nyquist
frequency for 50 ns sample intervall, from 0 to 2 tz by
a delay time from 0 to 100 ns. A further calculation is

The influence of the line width can be extracted from
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 as zlv1/2 is parameter of the curves.

Mathematical Background for Multiplets
Next we consider multiplets with a special attention
to the separation of its components, as this separation
is often a valuable information. It is assumed that the
components are sufficiently narrow and placed in the
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middle of the range 0 < k < N, to minimize the edge
distortions. Under these conditions we neglect terms
with index k - 2 N + m(i) of (10).
From the definition of the power spectrum (9) we
obtain with (10) and (11)
Pk = (1/4) ^ £ A{i) [a<;>(k - mU)) sin <p(i))
- b ^ ( k —m(i)) cos

Influence of the Phase Difference

+ (1/4) ^ Z A(i) [b?(k - m(i)) sin <p(i)
+ a^ (k —m(i)) cos <p(i)]J

(13)

with c the number of components. The summation of
the ajt0 and b^ is valid, because the Fourier transfor
mation is a linear operation. For a single line, i —1,
(13) reduces to
^^
Pk = (l/4)(zl(1))2 [(a<1)(fc-m(1)))2+(b<1»(Jt-m(1)))2].
The important point is, that now the influence of the
phase <p(1) vanishes in (14). This is the reason for the
general use of the power spectra.
The phase (p(,) depends on the frequency of the com
ponent, the delay between the polarizing pulse and the
starting point of the measurement and in a compli
cated way on the polarizing process by the strong
MW-pulse.
For multiplets the influence of the phase q>(l) persists
as may be seen more clearly by evaluating (13):
Pk = (1/4) £ (A(i))2 [(a?(k - m(i)))2 + (b^(k - m(i>))2]
i =1
+ (1/2) £ £ {A(i) AU) [(a<?>(k - m(i)) aej) {k - mU))
i=li=X
•COS((p(i) - (piJ))

calculate examples with variation of amplitude A{,),
frequency m(,)v0, phase cp(,) and relaxation time T^
first for doublets to show the typical behaviour in
duced by the ij -terms in (15). The first line was chosen
at the data point 256, the second above. All ampli
tudes are given as relative intensities r = (A(i)jAU))2 in
the power spectra.

The deviation <5(zlv) of the splitting zlv = vt —v2 of
the two components of a doublet from true values
vx —v2 shows a strong dependence on the phase
difference Acp = cp(i) —(pU). In Fig. 4 we have chosen
two lines separated by 78.125 kHz (4 datapoints) of
equal intensity (r = 1) and line width ^lv1/2 = 20 kHz.
The largest deviation is approximately 16 kHz or
21% of the splitting at A(p = 0.31 n and A(p = n. In
MWFT spectroscopy a delay time of typical 0.3 to
3 /is between the end of the polarizing pulse and the
beginning of the data recording is required for the
attenuation of non-molecular perturbations. If the
time domain signals originating from the two compo
nents are assumed to start with the same phase, the
above delays produce a A(p from 0.05 n to 0.47^ for
the example. Thus for realistic experimental condi
tions one works in the range of maximal deviations.
Influence of the Intensity Ratio
To study the influence of the intensity ratio r on the
splitting Av = vt —v2 we have chosen again a splitting
Vi —v2 = 78.125 kHz. The phase difference was set
A(p = 0.31 n and the linewidth Avl/2 = 20 kHz. The
result is shown in Figure 5. In the range of 0.3 < r < 1
the deviation Ö(zlv) is nearly constant. Below r = 0.3
it rises.

(15)

- a f (k - m(i)) b(eJ) (k - m(j)) sin (<p(i) - cpU))
+ b f {k - m(i)) a f (k - mU)) sin ((p(i) - cpU))
+ bf(k - m(i)) b f (k - mU)) cos (<p(i) - (p(j))]}.
From (15) it can be seen, that the absolute values of
the phases loose their influence as only differences
cp(l) —(pU) occur. The phase difference dependent terms
become less important if m(i) and mU) are sufficiently
different from the spectral point of position k referred
to the line width of the components. Because the dis
cussion of (15) in general terms is difficult we prefer to

Fig. 4. Deviation S(Av) = (Vj —v2) —(vj —v2) [kHz] of the
splitting Vj —v2of two components of a doublet from its true
value Vj —v2 as a function of Acp. V! = 256v0, v2 —260 v0,
A(1) = A(2', Av1/2 = 20 kHz.
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Fig. 5. Deviation <5(zlv)[kHz] of the splitting vt —v2 of
two components of a doublet from its true value Vi —v2
as a function of r = (A(1)/Ai2))2, v1=256v0, v2 = 260vo,
A<p = 0.317i, Avm = 20 kHz.
Fig. 6. Deviation 5(A\) [kHz] of the splitting Vj —v2 of two
components of a doublet from its true value Vj —v2 as a
function of zlv1/2; v!= 256v0, v2 = 260vo, <d<p = 0.3l7r,
r = 1.

Av1!2 = 20 kHz.
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Fig. 8. Powerspectrum of a doublet with v1 = 256v0,
v2 = 259 v0, r = 0.5, zlv1/2 = 16 kHz. The frequencies vf and
v, are given. The bar diagram was reduced by a factor of 0.5.
a) Acp = 0.31 it; b) A(p = it.

Influence of the Line Width
Figure 6 demonstrates the dependence of the devia
tion d(Av) on the line width for a doublet separated
78.125 kHz with Acp = 0.31 n and r = 1. It is plausible,
that ö(Av) increases with Avl/2 as the overlap of the
components becomes more serious.

Influence of the Splitting
An increasing splitting reduces the overlap of the
doublet components as does the narrowing of the line
width. In Fig. 7 the splitting Av = vx —v2 is varied

252 256 260
281 V„
230
4.9219 5.0000 5.0781
4.4922
5.4883 M
Hz
b)
Fig. 9. Powerspectrum of a triplett with v1 = 252v0,
v2 = 256 v0, v? = 260 v0,r12 = 0.5,r13 =0.7,zlv1,2 = 16 kHz.
The frequencies and v, are given. The bar diagram was
reduced by a factor of 0.5. a)A(p12 = Acp23 = 0; b)A(pl2
—Acp2J —0.617t.

under constant A{1) = A(2) and Av1/2 —20 kHz. As for
a fixed delay time td, which is chosen in a measure
ment as short as possible, A(p is related to vx —v2. Acp
varies with
A(p = (vx - v2) td-2n
which was included for td = 2 /is. The deviation <5(zlv)
decreases in magnitude with increasing splitting zlv. It
should be noted, that the splitting Av may appear too
large or too small. In Fig. 7 we included results for
other intensity ratios r, line width zlv1/2 the delay time
td. As could be expected from Fig. 5 the variation of r
in the range 0.3 < r < 1 is only of slight influence. For
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smaller zlv1/2 the deviation <5(zlv) damps out more
rapidly. For shorter td the deviation persists for larger
Av.
Appearence of Lines
In Figs. 8 and 9 we reproduce the lineshapes of a
doublet and a triplet, respectively. The only differ
ences between a) and b) are different values of Acp
which may arise from different delay times td. All
other parameters remain unchanged. A large varia
tion of the line pattern can be observed. One compo
nent of the triplet may vanish. Further examples are
given in [15].
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The first [16] was to simulate a time domain signal
by a sum of signals of type (1). The Doppler half-width
was introduced additionally. The signal was Fourier
transformed and visually compared with the mea
sured spectrum on the computer screen. This method
depends on subjective judgement and is time consum
ing.
This method was replaced by fitting the experimen
tal time domain signal by a synthesized one as
described in a following publication [17]. This
method needs long calculation time but it works auto
matically.
Further the edge region of the spectral range should
be avoided.
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Conclusion
It was shown that the peak frequencies v; of the
power spectra, and also of the amplitude spectra,
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fact which was overlooked in the early period of
MWFT spectroscopy. To overcome the difficulties we
have chosen two ways.
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